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This review was taken from LvLRaid.com Cardboard Wars is a third person shooter set in an arts & crafts style world where the
goal is to paint your opponents until they inevitably collapse; though thatu2019s probably a strange way to put it (itu2019s
paintball). The player goes head to head with online competitors (also made of cardboard) in a variety of multiplayer game
modes. There isnu2019t an option for offline play just yet, but the developers have confirmed that they are working on bots to
soften the blow of an empty server list. In Deathmatch, its winner takes all as you fight against the clock to be the player with
the most kills. In Team Deathmatch, its red vs blue in a battle for bragging rights. Finally, there is Battlebox mode: a sudden
death arena the size of a box (literally). With a growing assortment of bats, guns, and grenades, run for your life or ready your
weapon in an attempt to be the last player standing. And lastly, try not to fall in the water u2013 wet cardboard is sort of gross.
Cardboard Wars offers an entertaining experience with simple yet polished level design in the theme of a DIY childrenu2019s
play set. Currently there are three maps available to host a game: Farm, Oasis, and Pool Party (see images below). Immerse
yourself in a colorful and compelling scene; where the corn stalks are q tips, and the trees are made of u2026 cardboard! Despite
minor outfit glitches, the smooth controls and simple graphics allow for this game to run on high to low end computers alike.
The subtle detail in the characteru2019s idle movement, and close attention to attack animation shows that Cardboard Wars is
much more than an amateur passion project. TL;DR - Cardboard Wars offers an exciting casual addition to the multiplayer
shooter genre. With help from the community, this game could grow to be a household name.. NICE little game, its fun to play a
quick game with your friends. I like Battlebox. reminds me to PUBG with last 16 alive.. Dead game, thats all i log on no games
open no one playing it's dead. tbh this game should not be on syeam because no ones playing it 11.99 for a new dead game it
should be free really be free what a waist of money ratbyte you should be ashamed.just gota refunddont buy this crap. Just
bought the game and wanted to join and play, but there was absolutely no people online, population of this game is equal 0.
maybe in the future i would recommend it because the game looks nice, but cant play this game alone.. I can recommend this
game for anyone who will want to play this with a bunch of friends Online or on Lan, it's so much fun! The gunplay and
movement is very direct which I really like and of course the Art-Style is fantastic! So many fun little details everywhere.. Very
fun game with your friends. I bought this the day it came out and played it a few times with my bud. It has a very cool art style
and the mechanics feel good. Only buy if you have friends to play it with as well.
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